
Women

1. Color your roots

2. If you try a new hairstyle,
do so a week or two ahead 
so you have time to play with it!

3. Make sure that makeup reflects 
your style and is not overwhelming.
YYour facial features should be the focus

4. Bring Lipstick or Lip Gloss with you to 
touch up!

5. Moisturize your skin for best skin
texture and tone.

6. Be careful of clothing 
that exposes bra straps.  
YYou may want to consider 
buying special undergarmets
to hide unwanted straps from
showing.

7. If you have light colored
clothing make sure that
you evaluate it in the light
as as well as your home. 
Backlighting can create 
peek-a-boo moments you 
might rather avoid!

8.  Avoid tanning or self tanner
a few days before you photo shoot.
Tan lines will detract and even 
momore so will sunburns.

9.  Clean off that old nailpolish and if you
have time apply a fresh polish

10. Wear flattering shoes. That compliment
your outfit.  If you want to wear your 
flip flops because it is summer near the
beach then make sure you put your shoes
in the car ahead of time! in the car ahead of time! 

11. Choose clothing that is neutral or
with complimenting colors to the 
rest of your family members and to your
home decor.  If your home is all earth
tones, then your orange and yellow
fashion choice may clash!  

1. Cut your hair a day or two before
your shoot

2. Trim stray hairs from ears, nose
and eye brows

3. Shave (or neaten up facial hair)

4. Moisturize your skin for best skin
ttexture and tone.

5.  Avoid tanning or self tanner
a few days before you photo shoot.
Tan lines will detract and even 
more so will sunburns.

6. Trim your nails and if you are 
going barefoot at the beach your
toenailstoenails.

7. Choose clothing that is neutral or
with complimenting colors to the 
rest of your family members and to 
yourhome decor.  If your home is all
 earth tones, then your orange 
and yellow fashion choice may clash!  

88. Wear outfit appropriate shoes
Dress shoes for a dressed up
session!

Men


